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ing all and connecting all, from the highesfc to the lowest order of
beings, in such. defined relations to each other as to show intelligence
and purpose. All "threaded on the Lord, as jewels on a string"1. The
regularity, says Shankar, with which everything in nature performs
its functions argues an intelligent controller2.
The third conception recognised by the Vedanta as furnishing an
explanation of the phenomenal world is that otMdyd, the enlightened
dtma shakti or power of Brahma.
This word MSyd plays a most important part in the philosophy of
the Advaita VeMnta; and it is this word which has misled foreigners,
and even puzzled, in a manner, the Indian mind, the greatest blunder
in this connection being, that it is associated with the idea of illusion
as meaning a positive blank.
This word occurs in the Eig Veda, where it seems to have been used
in the sense of intelligence (pradnyd). In the Nirukta of Y^iska it is
used to denote the intelligence through which all things are measured
and comprehended. In a few places it is also used to denote " a
wonderful power "—the wonderful power of the Grand Architect
of the Universes.
And although the word does not occur in the principal Upanishad
except in the Swetasvatar and Maitrayani and in one place in the
Brihad—Aranyald, it has its germ in the Vedas5.
1 Bhag. Git., VII, 7.                   opment from within; no graft but only a
s Taitt Up., 11 8.                    growth, (p. 248) . . . what has been
^ The 'view propounded here is con- impHed has become more explicit (p. 258).
firmed by Goughm his ( Phil. Up/ where The ^^tya SuUa seems to be the
he says, M ay a is part and parcel of the earllest announcement of the eternal
primitive Indian cosmological concep- ^^tence of a spiritual prznczple of
fion as exhibited in the Upanishads reaut^ and an unspzrztual prmczple of
themselves, [and Oolebrooke is wrong unreahty {p. ^l).^.       . ^ Shankara-
m imagining that it is a later graft upon cha^ was right m_ holding it for such,
the old Vedantic philosophy]. The and his philosophy is the philosophy of
„/, „    c,^,.   / -m-r-A-T ct= \ -n'   ^e Upamshads themselves, only in
Ndsadtya Sukta ( TO^T ^ ) Rig sharper outlines and in fresher colours.
Veda X, 129 _and a number of passages r^ y^^a has a just title to be styled,
from the prmcipalUpamshads are quoted ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ AupamshacUya Mi.
^S,,?.^££^'S ss; &i%,S.S,5-S
^gsy »=•.% s-^^ss^s k
Veddntm. Cough positively asserts that     , < p^ tj ,     ^ J ^ ^ ^
^ the tenet of Mdyd is no modem inven- ?°J1 i,,«a"?' ^ v' ^ , "   qq
tion;the thought, if not the word, is OL als0 Aspects of the Vedanta p. 39.
everywhere present in the Upanishads, as    \bee b. B. E., Vol. 34, introd. p.
an inseparable element of the philosophy, C2mi^ note*
and t'h,e word itself is of no infrequent    5 See H. H. Wilson's " Essays on the
occurrence; . . , there has been. no Religion of the Hindus" and Vol. VII,
addition from mtliout, but only a devel- 'Brahmavadm/ p. 260.

